Welcome to VERMONT’S BYWAYS

Travel along Vermont’s scenic byways and discover the people and places that make Vermont so special.

The best way to experience Vermont is touring the roads that meander through the mountains and meet in the valleys. These routes take travelers through forests and farmland to historic villages and towns that are vibrant hubs of culture, commerce and recreation.

Vermont’s 10 designated byways range in length from 30 miles to more than 490 miles and the duration of exploration can range from an afternoon to an entire season. Tour the byways by car, motorcycle, bicycle or train. All routes are well-traveled and convenient for backpackers, campers, bike and hiking enthusiasts.
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More points of interest are along each byway than could possibly fit into this brochure. For additional attractions along any of Vermont’s 10 byways, visit: VERNONTVACATION.COM/BYWAYS

VERMONT BYWAYS are managed by local residents who celebrate their region’s unique attributes. Let them welcome you to the place they call home.

Look for the following icons on the inside map to jumpstart your byway adventures with a selection of attractions listed for each route:

ARTS & CULTURE: Visitors inspired by the artistic will enjoy itineraries that reveal all things creative at local galleries, museums, studios and performance venues.

FOODIE: Vermont is a pioneer in farm-to-table dining and is home to the most craft breweries per capita. Foodies will enjoy recommendations for farmers markets, artisan cheese makers, maple sugar houses and tasting tours.

HISTORY & HERITAGE: Vermont’s rich historic resources are diverse and engaging. Attractions may include an ancient Native American site or an antique farm museum, as well as explorations of unique stories told throughout villages and towns.

OUTDOOR RECREATION: Physical pursuits and leisurely outdoor activities abound across the Green Mountain State. Outdoor recreation on pales, trails or waterways highlight four seasons of all-ages fun in the sun or snow.
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